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LEWIS: Hello. Today Money Box Live takes your questions on benefits for disabled 

people and their carers. This month saw the start of a major change in benefits for 

people who have care or mobility needs as Disability Living Allowance is replaced by 

the Personal Independence Payment. The change will ultimately see 600,000 fewer 

people getting money, and many risk losing their adapted vehicle as the test for 

needing help with mobility is made tougher. But that’s just part of the changes that 

affect disabled people. Research done for the charity Scope found that disabled people 

and their carers were bearing the brunt of the cuts in welfare expenditure: nearly 4 

million disabled people could lose £28 billion by 2018 as their own benefits and the 

services provided by councils are reduced. The move from Incapacity Benefit to 

Employment and Support Allowance, the change from council tax benefit to local 

council tax support, cuts to housing benefit in the public sector for those with a spare 

bedroom and the abolition of grants and loans by the Department for Work and 

Pensions, they’ll all hit disabled people. Scope says some disabled people could face 

six separate cuts. Inevitably, with such changes and reassessments going on, many are 

feeling the stress of wondering if they’ll have to live on less money and when that 

might happen. So we’re here on Money Box Live today to answer all those questions. 

Whatever your question about benefits for disabled people and their carers, you can 

call now: 03700 100 444. And with me today to answer your questions, I’ve got 

Robbie Spence, who’s an adviser with Disability Rights UK; Jean French, who’s 

Head of Advice for Carers UK; and Derek Sinclair, Welfare Rights Adviser at the 

charity Contact a Family. Our first question is from Ben who’s calling from 
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Chesterfield in Derbyshire. Ben, your question? 

BEN: Oh good afternoon to you. I was born with Spina bifida. I’m going to be 50 this 

year. I’ve been driving for 30 years and I’ve always been grateful for the help of the 

former mobility allowance - then it was called DLA mobility component, which helps 

me have exemption from road tax and the chance of using …  leasing a car through 

Motability by relinquishing your benefit at the higher rate and then being able to lease 

a brand new car for 3 years. This new benefit that I’d be invited to apply for in 2 years 

time, they said that it’s on a points basis. If you get 12 points on the mobility payment 

side, it means that you can stand and then move more than one metre but no more 

than 20 metres. You get 12 points. If you can stand and move unaided more than 20 

metres, but no more than 50, you get 8 points. Now that would be my situation in 2 

years time. Like I said, I’m 50. I walk with crutches, I’ve got Spina bifida and I run a 

9 year old car at the moment. So in 2 years time, I think I’m still going to be able to 

walk more than 20 metres, but probably less than 50. 

LEWIS: So Ben, your concern is that you’re going to lose the benefit you get now 

because the condition, as you say, the criterion is changing from walking 50 metres to 

walking only 20 metres? 

BEN: I’ve basically got to hope every morning that I deteriorate day by day. Do you 

see what I mean? 

LEWIS: And that’s exactly the opposite, of course, of what anybody in your position 

would want to happen. 

BEN: Absolutely. So the higher rate is £55 at the moment, enhanced rate is £55 at the 

moment per week. And the lower rate is £21 per week, which basically is less than 

half. 

LEWIS: And of course the importance of getting the higher rate, as you say, is that 

you can convert that into a vehicle which can be adapted for your needs and that’s 

what a lot of people in your position are fearing. Let’s just ask Robbie Spence first, 
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Disability Rights UK. Just explain what’s going on and perhaps what Ben might do. 

SPENCE: Ben, have you got an indefinite award? Do you know if it’s an indefinite 

award? 

BEN: Yes, yes it is. 

SPENCE: So you won’t be affected by the reassessment until at least October 2015, 

so that’s at least 2 years or more. 

BEN: Please, but my point is that I know the criteria that they’re working to. I know 

that now. 

SPENCE: Yes, the new criteria also have a criterion about can you reliably walk the 

certain distance for 20 metres or the 50 metres and reliably covers things like being 

able to walk safely or repeatedly or in a reasonable time. 

BEN: I’m aware of that too. 

SPENCE: So it may be that if you can’t walk reliably and in any of those ways, then 

you may qualify. I would say on the road tax that you mentioned that there is a 50 per 

cent off road tax for people who just get the standard rate, so if you’re able to walk 

under 50 metres at the moment then you should get at least the standard rate and that 

will give you the 50 per cent of the road tax and also a blue badge. But I mean you’ve 

got a very good point and I want to add that there is a review just been announced by 

the Government around this 20 metre/50 metre issue. Or they haven’t actually 

declared what the review is about, but we suspect that it’s because there has been such 

a lot of concern from people like yourself about … 

LEWIS: So it may change by the time it affects Ben? 

SPENCE: Yes. 
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LEWIS: And can I just ask as a factual matter, Robbie, when it says “walk reliably” 

does that mean with or without the crutches that Ben uses? 

SPENCE: It’s with the aid of prosthetic limbs or crutches or anything. 

LEWIS: So with the aid of anything you normally use? 

SPENCE: Yeah. I mean it doesn’t really cover wheelchairs. If you’re in a wheelchair 

and that’s your aid or appliance, then you’re in a wheelchair because you can’t stand 

and move on your feet and people in wheelchairs are basically going to get the high 

rate. But people like Ben - Ben, you’re in this area between 20 and 50 metres where 

your concern is absolutely valid, and we wait and see. 

LEWIS: So it is a question of waiting and seeing if the criteria change. Ben, I’m you 

know sorry to hear of your condition. I know there are an awful lot of people in that. 

Let me just ask Derek Sinclair from Contact a Family. Just explain the rules about this 

reassessment if you’re already on Disability Living Allowance because they’re 

different for people who are under 16, aren’t they? 

SINCLAIR: Yes, exactly. I mean the first thing to make clear is that the Personal 

Independence Payment only applies to people over the age of 16 and Disability 

Living Allowance will be retained as a separate benefit for disabled children. But 

where children are approaching 16, families need to be aware that if their child turns 

16 after 6
th

 October this year, then even if they have an existing DLA award, they’re 

going to be invited to claim PIP shortly after their child’s 16
th

 birthday. 

LEWIS: So ultimately it will apply. And let me just bring in this question we’ve had 

from Margaret who’s in Rochester, who says she gets the middle rate of Disability 

Living Allowance. She’s 66 and she’s not sure if she’s going to be reassessed. Now 

there are rules about age as well. Robbie? 

SPENCE: Yeah it’s all down to what age you were on 8
th

 April. If you were 65, then 
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you could be reassessed. But if you were already 66 before that important date of 8
th

 

April just gone, then you can’t be reassessed for PIP and you’ll stay on DLA and it’ll 

be very much like attendance allowance. 

LEWIS: Right, but it does of course mean that people will be reassessed over the age 

of 65 because if they were under 65 on 8
th

 April, they could well be 66 or 67 when … 

SPENCE: (over) Yeah not Margaret, but other people, yes. 

LEWIS: Other people, yes. But Margaret, if you’re listening now, you shouldn’t be 

reassessed. So thanks for that question, Margaret, and thanks for the earlier question 

as well. We’re going to Pauline now who’s calling us from her mobile. Pauline, your 

question? 

PAULINE: Hello. I have a 17 year old daughter with Asperger Syndrome. She’s high 

functioning and we’ve never asked for DLA, although someone did suggest we 

should. We’ve supported her all through school in a small community. She’s now at 

sixth form college where she has a support person. But now we’re looking for her to 

go to university and we’ve been told that she can only get support at university if she 

pays for it through what was DLA, now PIP. What are the chances of her getting PIP, 

do you think? 

LEWIS: Okay, Derek Sinclair?  

SINCLAIR: Well I definitely think you should be looking at a claim, Pauline. It’s not 

really based on your daughter’s diagnosis; it’s based on how the condition impacts on 

her sort of day to day. But certainly you know if she’s got difficulties engaging with 

other people face to face … 

PAULINE: Yes. 

SINCLAIR: … she’s likely to pick up points there. The way that PIP works, it’s a 
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points based system. There’s a list of activities that are seen as central to independent 

living and, depending on how severe the impairment is in those areas, you score 

points; and the more severe the impairment, the higher the points you score. But 

certainly there’s every possibility she could pick up points in terms of social 

interaction. I mean does she need help with cooking, for example? Does she need 

prompting and things like …? 

PAULINE: Yes, she learns things by rote. If you show her enough times, she’ll learn 

it.  

SINCLAIR: Okay. 

PAULINE: But it’s her social and emotional side we worry about. If she gets 

confused, she needs somewhere to go, someone to talk to. And obviously if she wants 

to be living away from home, we’re not here, we’re not there. 

SINCLAIR: Sure. Well I definitely would encourage you to make a claim. The other 

thing is getting Personal Independence Payment may actually lead to other financial 

support as well. If you’re claiming tax credits for her as a dependent child, then it 

could lead to extra disability payments within tax credits. As a disabled student, if 

she’s in receipt of PIP, she may also then be able to claim a benefit called 

Employment and Support Allowance. Normally full-time students can’t claim that 

benefit, but they can if they receive either DLA or Personal Independence Payment. 

PAULINE: Okay. 

SINCLAIR: Obviously the student funding that she gets may affect that because it’s 

a means tested benefit, but it opens the door at least. 

PAULINE: Yes, yes. 

SINCLAIR: And certainly one of the important things about both DLA and PIP is 
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they’re a passport often to other types of financial support. 

PAULINE: Yes. 

LEWIS: And also there are advisers in universities and colleges that are very good on 

finance for people with particular needs, well in fact people in general.  

PAULINE: But we just need to get it. 

LEWIS: It’s always worth asking them once she gets there. 

PAULINE: Yes. Get on the PIP first. 

LEWIS: Robbie Spence? 

SPENCE: Yeah, just want to add two things. Disability Rights UK has got a skill 

helpline. It’s a disabled students helpline. It’s open to anybody who’s a disabled 

student (or looking after one) to phone up. And secondly, I just want to say about PIP 

that there are on the mobility side … We’ve talked already about the person who had 

difficulty walking, but there is also a side to the mobility which covers things like 

when you need somebody to guide you around.  

PAULINE: Yes. 

SPENCE: And, for example, I mean the rules actually say, the scoring that Derek’s 

already referred to actually uses the term “overwhelming psychological distress”, so 

it’s got to be quite a high threshold of need there. But you can get help with mobility 

even though there’s nothing wrong with your walking.  

PAULINE: That was one of the issues, yes. 

LEWIS: Okay Pauline, thanks very much for your call. I hope that’s helpful, It looks 
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as if there is some help; it just needs a bit of work and looking for it. And that 

helpline, Robbie, is available through your website … 

SPENCE: Yes. 

LEWIS: … and the website link is on our website, which is bbc.co.uk/moneybox. 

Let’s move onto another call now. Jill is calling us from Suffolk. Jill, your question? 

JILL: Hello, yes. I’m an old age pensioner who’s a carer for someone who’s also a 

old age pensioner on highest level mobility and care through DLA. I understand that 

if I apply for and am granted carer’s allowance, this will be deducted from my 

pension. So is there any point in me registering anyway to receive any passported 

benefits? 

LEWIS: It is hideously complicated, Jill. 

JILL: (laughs) I rather thought it might be. 

LEWIS: Jean French is the person to answer your question. Jean? 

FRENCH: Hello Jill. 

JILL: Hello . 

FRENCH: Yes you should, and let me try and explain why. 

JILL: Right. 

FRENCH: You can make a claim for carer’s allowance, but because you’re receiving 

your state pension, the carer’s allowance  … 

JILL: Yeah, it would be clawed back? 
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FRENCH: It won’t be paid to you at all. But if you’re entitled to any pension credit, 

they will add something called a carer’s addition to your pension credit.  

JILL: Carer’s addition? 

FRENCH: Carer’s addition and that’s part of the pension credit. So the long and the 

short of it is that you’ll be £33.30 better off a week. 

JILL: Is this means tested in any way? 

FRENCH: Yes. Now the pension credit is means tested. 

JILL: Right. That’s very helpful. I mean I’m asking this in a sense not so much for 

me because I’m you know reasonably comfortable, but I wondered how many people 

knew that if they claimed carer’s - and there must be an awful lot of pensioners 

looking after you know elderly partners or whatever - who don’t realise that if they 

apply for carer’s, they’re just going to not get it. 

FRENCH: That’s very much the case, Jill, and I’m really pleased that you rang up 

today to talk about that. But if you are a carer and you are receiving a state pension, it 

really is worthwhile getting a benefit check. 

JILL: It’s worth it, is it? 

LEWIS: Even if you can’t actually get the carer’s allowance, it’s worth doing 

because of that underlying entitlement. 

FRENCH: Exactly. 

JILL: Are there any other things? I mean I was asking some questions and somebody 

said “Oh there’s a £10 Christmas bonus.” I thought wowee! (French laughs)  
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LEWIS: Well that comes with your state pension, I think. 

JILL: Oh it does, does it? (laughs) I thought gosh, don’t go mad. (laughs)  

LEWIS: And when you’re 80, you’ll get 25p a week extra … 

JILL: Oh I know about that. I had an aunt who went ballistic when that was 

announced. (laughs)  

LEWIS: Alright, well thanks very much for your call, Jill. I hope that helps. And on 

the subject of carers, let me just ask another one. This is from a gentleman called 

Paul. He doesn’t give his age, but his mother is 91 and he is her carer. She gets 

pension credit, but he says is there a higher level because she’s disturbed at night. I 

think he probably means she needs caring at night. Jean? 

FRENCH: If you have night-time care needs and you’re aged over 65, then there’s a 

benefit called attendance allowance; and if you have night-time care needs as well as 

daytime care needs, then you’re entitled to the higher rate of attendance allowance. So 

in this situation, I think Paul should be looking at the level of attendance allowance (if 

any) that his mother’s receiving. If he’s not receiving any, make a claim. If he’s only 

getting the lower rate, ask the DWP to look at the benefit again; and if he gives clear 

information about the night-time needs, the decision can be reviewed and increased to 

higher rate attendance allowance. 

LEWIS: Okay so if your condition worsens, it’s always worth getting it checked out. 

So thanks very much for your … (Spence interjects) Sorry, Robbie? 

SPENCE: And she’s got pension credit? Paul, your mother’s on …  

LEWIS: No Paul isn’t. 

SPENCE: Paul’s mother’s on pension credit. There is actually a little bit of an extra 
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add-on when you get the high rate, the enhanced premium. 

LEWIS: So if you get the attendance allowance, you can also get .. 

SPENCE: If you get the high rate. 

LEWIS: You can also get more on your pension credit. So well worth it. As things 

worsen, as you get older, it’s always worth checking those things. 

SINCLAIR: The other issue is if Paul lives with his mother, he may qualify for 

council tax discount as a carer as well. You can get 25% or sometimes 50% off the 

council tax bill. It used to be restricted to carers who were looking after someone who 

only got higher rate attendance allowance, but the Government in April recently 

changed the rules and have extended it to carers of someone on middle rate or middle 

rate DLA or any rate of attendance allowance. 

LEWIS: Okay that’s a very useful tip as well, Derek. Thanks for that. So Paul, if 

you’re listening, I hope that answers your questions. And we’re going to return, I 

think, to this question of Disability Living Allowance and what happens when you’re 

reassessed and who is reassessed. I’ve had lots of emails on this which I’ll look at in a 

moment, but we’ve also had a call from Dominic who’s calling from Moray. 

Dominic, your question? 

DOMINIC: Yeah my question is - and to some extent I think you did touch on this in 

the first question - I turned 65 at the end of March of this year and I’m on Disability 

Living Allowance, and I’m wondering what the prospects are for me in terms of 

continuity or reassessment of this.  

LEWIS: Well because you turned 65 in March, I think you’re not going to be 

reassessed. Is that correct, Robbie? 

SPENCE: That’s right, yes. You can’t be reassessed, you can’t come into the PIP, 
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Personal Independence Payment system, if you were 65 before the 8
th

 April. You may 

as you get older need to ask for your DLA to be looked at again because if your 

condition gets worse or even looked at again if your condition gets better. So you 

know you’ve got an ongoing need to let the Department for Work and Pensions know 

if your condition changes definitely for the better otherwise you might get overpaid; 

and definitely if it gets worse to make sure you get a higher award. 

LEWIS: So am I right - the key thing is your date of birth, 8
th

 April 1948, so you 

were 65 on 8
th

 April this year. If it’s before that, you will not be reassessed. If it’s on 

that date or later, you will be subject to reassessment at some point? 

SPENCE: At some point over the next 5 years. 

LEWIS: Over the next 5 years. So I suppose happily, Dominic, you’re not going to 

be reassessed. 

DOMINIC: Right, thank you very much. 

LEWIS: Thanks very much for your call. And on the subject of DLA, I’m going to 

go to another email now. David has emailed us. He gets DLA. He’s 63 in August, so 

obviously he will have to be reassessed at some point. But he says although he’s 

self-employed, he earns very little and he only works, he says, 4 or 5 hours a week, or 

at least that’s his contract - those are the hours he’s paid for by his clients - and this 

stops him getting things like working tax credit and he wants to know if there’s 

anything else he can claim. Derek? 

SINCLAIR: Well yeah, I mean depending obviously on his housing situation - if he’s 

in rented accommodation housing benefit is an option. A lot of people think housing 

benefit can only be claimed by those who are out of work, but it can also be claimed 

by workers. It is means tested but it sounds like he’s got very little income, so there’s 

every chance he’s going to get help there. There’s also an issue about whether he may 

qualify for working tax credit. I mean the test is he has to be working 16 hours, but 

it’s not just the hours that he’s necessarily directly providing a service in. It can 
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include time spent in marketing the business, you know book-keeping, various aspects 

of running a business that maybe he’s not counting when he’s trying to work out how 

many hours are involved.  

LEWIS: So although he might only be paid for say 5 hours a week by his clients, if 

he’s doing another 11 hours a week on his admin and he’s looking for work and all 

that kind of thing and running the business, which does take time, then he could still 

claim working tax credit? 

SINCLAIR: Yeah possibly. He should seek advice certainly about that issue. 

LEWIS: Okay. Jean? 

FRENCH: I was also going to say remember council tax support as well. Council tax 

benefit no longer exists, but each local authority has its own system for helping you 

pay your council tax bills, so he should contact his local authority, local council and 

talk with them about that. 

LEWIS: Yes, it doesn’t say where he is. It differs throughout the UK, doesn’t it? 

SPENCE: David, can I just check, how old you please? 

LEWIS: David’s an email, sorry. 

SPENCE: Oh. 

LEWIS: He’s 63 in August.  

SPENCE: Well in that case, if he’s 63 then he’s over state pension credit age, which 

is around about 61.5 because it’s related to the age at which a woman can get state 

retirement pension. So, therefore, if he’s dropped his hours and dropped his income, 

he may be able to get pension credit. 
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LEWIS: Okay, so that’s a lot of tips for David who’s contacted us by email. Thanks 

very much for that, David. We’re now going to go to another call and it’s Ann in 

Minehead who’s got a question. Ann? 

ANN: Hello, hello. Yes thank you for letting me speak today. I’ve got a son who’s 15 

years old and he has autism and Type 1 Diabetes. At the moment he gets the lower 

rate mobility allowance and the middle rate care allowance. Now his birthday is on 7
th

 

October, which I think means that he’s going to just slip into the reassessment slot, 

and I’m wondering if the panel might know anything about how they are going to 

assess him as he’s learning disabled and has a physical disability? 

LEWIS: Right, Derek Sinclair? 

SINCLAIR: Yeah, the first thing to say is you are absolutely right because he turned 

16 after 6
th

 October. He is going to be invited to claim Personal Independence 

Payment shortly after his 16
th

 birthday. If his award is due to run out on his 16
th

 

birthday, his current award, there are special rules that will allow the DLA to run on 

until they’ve managed to carry out an assessment. I mean what will happen is you’ll 

be sent letters telling you that you have to make a claim. You start the process by a 

telephone call. You fill in a form over the telephone. It’s a kind of basic form that just 

asks very basic details and it will be followed up by a questionnaire.  

ANN: Okay. 

LEWIS: And the prognosis do you think? I mean are people in Ann’s son’s condition 

likely to get much the same or could they be downgraded? 

SINCLAIR: Well there’s a possible argument they may even get more, to be honest 

with you.  

ANN: Really? 
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SINCLAIR: There are some winners as well as losers in PIP. So, for instance, if your 

son as a result of his autism is unable to follow even a familiar journey out of doors, if 

he would need someone to accompany him … 

ANN: Yes, well he’s got Type 1 Diabetes which he can’t tell when he’s got high or 

low blood sugar levels as well. So you know the first thing one knows about it, he 

collapses in a heap on the floor and needs urgent treatment. So that’s why I was 

worried about the mobility. He gets the lower rate at the moment, but trying to haul a 

sort of 66 kilo 15 year old back to the car to try and get him to hospital isn’t funny 

really. I think if they get rid of that, you know it’s going to be quite difficult. 

SINCLAIR: In terms of the mobility component, if someone (because of say learning 

difficulties or autistic spectrum disorder) can’t follow the route of a journey that they 

know, that’s been shown to them before, if they would need someone to go with them 

- then actually they can score 12 points, and that is enough to get the enhanced rate of 

mobility, which is the equivalent to the high rate of DLA. And certainly you know if 

your son needs a lot of help in terms of verbal prompting, with dressing, with bathing 

… 

PAULINE: Yeah. 

SINCLAIR: … with cooking, if he needs help socially engaging with people and 

making budgeting decisions, say … 

PAULINE: Absolutely. 

SINCLAIR: … I think you’re certainly going to score enough points to get the 

standard rate and there is an argument you may get the higher rate. 

LEWIS: Ann, possibly some good news there. And, Derek, people can contact your 

organisation, Contact a Family, for advice on this, can they? 
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SINCLAIR: Absolutely, we have a national helpline. 

LEWIS: Okay and that will be on your website, which you can link to through ours. 

So thanks very much for your call, Ann. 

SINCLAIR: Okay thank you so much, I’m really grateful. Thank you. Bye. 

LEWIS: It’s a pleasure. And I’ll just do a quick email from Andrea, which is also 

about a young person with a disability. Her brother has Down’s Syndrome. He gets 

DLA, he gets severe disability premium. But she’s very worried about this 

reassessment because she says he’s only ever known this condition, it’s been with him 

all his life. He doesn’t see himself as disabled, that’s just how he is. And she’s 

worried that the new system of assessing him will actually not take account of that. 

Jean, you’re nodding. 

FRENCH: Well I’m thinking the DWP have made quite a lot about the idea of 

allowing people to go along to assessments with the person that’s making the claim. 

So I think in those sorts of situations, it’s a really good idea for a carer or a family 

member to go along with the person and to engage in that assessment process, so that 

you have a clearer picture of the reality of the situation. 

LEWIS: And that is allowed, is it?  

FRENCH: It is. 

LEWIS: You can take someone with you? 

FRENCH: And it should be encouraged. 

LEWIS: Right. So that’s a useful tip for Andrea and anyone else listening who’s 

concerned about a disabled young person or a disabled person of any age who might 

need help - that you can take someone with you to give you help and advice. Thanks 
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very much for that. We’re now going to Marjorie who’s calling from Bournemouth. 

Your question? 

MARJORIE: I’ve had osteoarthritis for 50 years, and for 14 years, until I was 90, I 

had homeopathy paid for by the NHS (unclear).  I was transferred in 2008 from one 

PC T to another in Bournemouth and they have refused it, and for the last 5 years I’ve 

had a deteriorating quality of life because I can’t have the treatment I need, I can only 

have drugs. I want an alternative. I want to go back to the treatment that suits me. It is 

not expensive. Now under a PIP, will I be able to have the funding and just have 

homeopathy and acupuncture that I need? 

LEWIS: Okay. Marjorie, thanks for asking that. It’s an interesting point. PIP of 

course you’re too old to get, but there are other ways that you might get help, Robbie? 

SPENCE: Well I mean it’s attendance allowance for anybody. As you’re over 65, as 

you’re well over 65, it’s attendance allowance; and with attendance allowance, like 

PIP and DLA, you can spend the money on what you want to spend it on. You qualify 

for it because you’ve got a disability and needs that relate to that, but then you can 

spend it on whatever you want to. And maybe … I’m wondering whether you’re 

talking about an allowance or some funding that you get from somewhere else like the 

local authority and then there are questions about whether you’re getting the right 

kind of direct payment and being allowed to spend it on what you want. And again 

Disability Rights UK has got an independent living helpline, which you may be able 

to contact, but that’s somebody other than me. 

LEWIS: But what is this payment you get from a local authority because that could 

be quite important? 

SPENCE: I think we’re talking about direct payments through the social services. 

LEWIS: Direct payments. So it’s possible, Marjorie, you could get direct payment 

and of course spend that on what you want. 
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MARJORIE: Ah right, I’ll have a go. 

LEWIS: But I must move on, Marjorie, if you’ll forgive me, because I’ve got one 

more call I want to squeeze in and it’s from Jim who’s calling us from Preston. Jim, 

your question? 

JIM: Oh hello. I’m on ESA. I’ve got cancer related problems and I applied through 

my support group who suggested I apply for mobility in February and I hadn’t heard 

anything. I had a letter saying that I had to wait for about 8 weeks and I hadn’t heard 

anything. And then I rang them and then they said they didn’t know anything about it, 

they were looking at it, and then I got a letter saying that they were still doing it. So 

I’m just wondering whether everybody’s having to wait this long or you know is it 

because you … 

LEWIS: Jim, in order to squeeze an answer in, I’m going to have to just say we’ve 

got that and you know I’m sorry it’s taking so long to get your money. Very, very 

briefly, Robbie, how long does it take? 

SPENCE: Well it’s very difficult to know how long it takes in individual cases. I 

mean it varies around the country. I do want to just say about the fact that you’re on 

ESA and you mentioned cancer. There are rules that allow you to get ESA without 

too many questions now. 

LEWIS: Okay, we can’t go into more detail because we’re running out of time and 

we’ll all be sacked if we go over the time, so I’m just going to thank Robbie Spence 

of Disability Rights UK; thanks to Jim for his call; Jean French from Carers UK; 

Derek Sinclair from Contact a Family. Thanks to all of you for your calls and emails. 

I’m back at noon on Saturday with Money Box and Ruth Alexander will be here to 

take more of your calls on Money Box Live next Wednesday afternoon. 
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